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Day One Agenda 

1pm-1:30pm Introductions and Goals for the Retreat 

1:30pm-3pm Activity One- Job Satisfaction Survey and Coaching Dyads 

3:00-3:15 Break 

3:15-4:30 Activity Two- Action Steps to Increase Job Satisfaction 

4:30-5:00pm  Closing- Affirmations (I am, I can, I will, I do) 

 

Day Two Agenda 

9am-9:45am Check in and morning challenge  

9:30-10:15 Portrait of a Balanced Life and the Wheel of Life 

10:15-11:15 Work-Life Balance, Dyads and Large Group 

11:15-Noonish Closing- Commitments for a balanced life 
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DAY ONE 

Planning in progress 

DAY TWO 

Planning in progress 
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20 Powerful Affirmations We Should Say to Ourselves This Year 

WRITTEN BY  MARC CHERNOFF //ADAPTED BY HALEY LOWE  

 

Cheers to a new beginning and another chance for us to make the very best of it! 

Undoubtedly, the days, weeks and months ahead will be filled with incredible highs and stressful 
lows.  But in any case, we can train our minds to make the best of the present moment as it 
unfolds. 

The mind is like a muscle, and just like every muscle in the human body, it needs to be exercised 
to gain strength.  It needs to be trained daily to grow and develop gradually over time.  If you 
haven’t pushed your mind in thousands of little, positive ways over time, of course it’ll crumble 
on the one day things get overwhelmingly stressful.  Positive affirmations are one of the simplest 
and most powerful tools for doing this.  A mind well trained with positive affirmations has the 
right thoughts queued up and ready for retrieval at a moment’s notice. 

If you’d like to begin (or enhance) this ritual in your own life, here’s a handpicked selection of 
powerful, positive affirmations I suggest as starting point: 

1. “The biggest and most complex obstacle I will ever have to overcome is my mind.  If I can 
overcome that, I can overcome anything.” 

2. “I cannot control exactly what happens in life, but I can control how I respond to it all.  In my 
response is my greatest power.” 

3. “I have to accept whatever comes my way, and the only important thing is that I meet it 
with the best I have to give.” 

4. “I will stop focusing on how stressed I am and remember how blessed I am.  Complaining 
won’t change my reality, but a positive attitude will.” 
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5. “Being positive does not mean ignoring the negative.  Being positive means overcoming the 
negative.  There is a big difference between the two.” 

6. “I will not get caught up in what could’ve been or should’ve been.  I will look instead at the 
power and possibility of what is, right now.” 

7. “I am not a product of my circumstances.  I am a product of my decisions.  It’s about not 
letting my fear decide my future.” 

8. “I will get back up.  Again, and again.  The faster I recover from setbacks, the faster I’ll get to 
where I’m going in life.” 

9. “My next step in the right direction does not have to be a big one.” 
10. “Patience is a genuine expression of confidence, acceptance, serenity, and faith in my own 

ability.  It’s a sign of strength.  I will practice it.” 
11. “When I find that I don’t have time for what matters, I will stop doing things that don’t.” 
12. “I can always feel the genuine, positive power that flows from my decision to rise above the 

petty drama and distractions that don’t really matter anyway.” 
13. “Instead of getting angry, I will find the lesson.  In place of envy, I will feel admiration.  In 

place of worry, I will take positive action.  In place of doubt, I will have faith.” 
14. “The longer I remain peaceful, the stronger I become.  Peace on the inside leads to real, 

meaningful progress on the outside.” 
15. “There’s nothing selfish about self-care and self-love.  I can’t give what I don’t have.  When I 

enrich my own life, I’ll be life-giving to others too.” 
16. “If the grass looks greener on the other side, it’s just life’s way of reminding me to water the 

grass I’m standing on.” 
17. “From now on I will be too busy watering my own grass to notice if yours is greener.” 
18. “I will focus on making myself better, not on thinking I am better.” 
19. “I will practice gratitude, even in the midst of frustration and despair, so I can better see the 

positive possibilities around me.”   
20. “Happiness does not start when ‘this, that or the other’ thing is resolved.  Happiness is what 

happens now, when I make the best of what I have.” 

Challenge Yourself to Embrace Every Experience in the year 
ahead, regardless of the unknown and uncertainty that exists.  

Too often we yearn for a very small and selective range of life experiences – the enjoyable times, 
the happy situations, the things that make us feel comfortable.  And yet, the full range of our 
reality is often quite different.  Life gives us an extensive array of experiences that evoke feelings 
ranging from sadness to regret to pride to anger to love to loneliness… to happiness and 
more.  These feelings are all part of being a living, breathing human being. 

So we can revolt against the unfairness of life – the unfairness of having to deal with loss, having 
to go through adversity, having to feel lonely and uncomfortable and upset.  Or we can embrace 
every experience life gives us, including all our highs and lows – all the blissful moments and 
painful ones and everything in between.  Life is not just happy and comfortable 24/7.  It’s well-
rounded and it’s real. 

http://www.marcandangel.com/2016/10/30/one-reality-you-must-accept-before-you-can-live-your-best-life/
http://www.marcandangel.com/2016/10/30/one-reality-you-must-accept-before-you-can-live-your-best-life/
http://www.marcandangel.com/2015/04/12/3-ways-to-make-your-life-simple-and-successful-again/
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Embracing the full range of life’s experiences this year means embracing every moment with our 
full presence, being open and vulnerable to reality, being gentle with ourselves when times are 
tough, and practicing sincere gratitude no matter what happens. 

It means accepting life as it is, and accepting ourselves as we are. 

It means not expecting the best to happen every time, but instead accepting whatever happens 
every time, and making the very best of it. 

This isn’t easy, of course, but it’s worth working on. 

 

 

 

 

 

CHANGE YOUR THINKING, CHANGE YOUR LIFE. 
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Resources  Links 
Brene Brown: The Power of 
Vulnerability 

https://www.ted.com/talks/brene_brown_on_vulnerability?language=en 
 

Brene Brown: Listening to Shame https://www.ted.com/talks/brene_brown_listening_to_shame 
 

Parker J Palmer’s book, Let your Life 
Speak 

http://www.letyourlifespeak.com/ 
 

Wheel of Life Coaching Tool http://www.coactive.com/docs/resources/toolkit/pdfs/18-Wheel-of-Life-
Exercise.pdf 
 

Daniel Goldstein: The battle 
between your present and future 
self 
 

https://www.ted.com/talks/daniel_goldstein_the_battle_between_your_present
_and_future_self 
 

Susan Cain’s book, Quiet: The Power 
of Introverts in a World That Can't 
Stop Talking 

https://www.amazon.com/Quiet-Power-Introverts-World-
Talking/dp/0307352153 
 

Geoffrey Bellman’s book, Getting 
Things Done When You are Not in 
Charge 

https://www.amazon.com/Getting-Things-Done-When-Charge/dp/1881052028 
 

 

https://www.ted.com/talks/brene_brown_on_vulnerability?language=en
https://www.ted.com/talks/brene_brown_listening_to_shame
http://www.letyourlifespeak.com/
http://www.coactive.com/docs/resources/toolkit/pdfs/18-Wheel-of-Life-Exercise.pdf
http://www.coactive.com/docs/resources/toolkit/pdfs/18-Wheel-of-Life-Exercise.pdf
https://www.ted.com/talks/daniel_goldstein_the_battle_between_your_present_and_future_self
https://www.ted.com/talks/daniel_goldstein_the_battle_between_your_present_and_future_self
https://www.amazon.com/Quiet-Power-Introverts-World-Talking/dp/0307352153
https://www.amazon.com/Quiet-Power-Introverts-World-Talking/dp/0307352153
https://www.amazon.com/Getting-Things-Done-When-Charge/dp/1881052028

